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Abstract With cochlear implantation (CI) being the standard of care for profoundly deaf
cases, more and more patients with low frequency residual hearing are currently being treated
with CI. In view of preserving the residual hearing, the ultimate aim of both the surgeons and
the CI companies is to achieve zero-degree of electrode insertion trauma. Variations in the size
and shape of cochlea, cross-sectional dimensions of ST, electrode insertion techniques with
and without metal stylet rod and the experience level of the operating surgeons, all play a role
in the electrode array related insertion trauma. An effective electrode design must include
flexible array to accommodate the cochlear shape variation, electrode with variety of array
lengths to support the concept of cochlear size specific electrode array and finally smaller
cross-sectional dimensions of electrode array in matching the cross-sectional dimensions of
ST. As per published reports, FLEX electrode array design offers minimal degree of electrode
insertion trauma along with the possibility of patient specific electrode array length matching
their cochlear size. Looking at the cross-sectional dimensions of FLEX electrode array along
with its volume, it appear to be highly safe to the cochlea by not taking too much volume inside
the ST. To offer additional support, otological pre-planning software tool like OTOPLAN is now
clinically available in measuring the cochlear size in finding the best electrode array match
along with the possibilities of anatomy based post-operative speech processor fitting.
Copyright ª 2020 Chinese Medical Association. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on
behalf of KeAi Communications Co., Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-
ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Introduction

Cochlear implantation (CI) being the ultimate solution to
restore hearing in deaf patients, the CI electrode array is
considered the most important component of CI as it
bridges the neural structures inside the scala tympani (ST)
with the CI itself.1 While every surgeon aims at atraumatic
(zero degree of trauma) electrode array placement inside
the cochlea, 100% atraumatic electrode placement is still
not guaranteed in every CI surgeries due to the varying
degree of cochlear size, shape, anatomy and with the
electrode designs from various CI brands differing in its
insertion method resulting in some degree of intra-cochlear
trauma.2e4 With recent reports having confirmed the
importance of atraumatic electrode placement to the
patient’s post-operative hearing with CI,5e7 the pressure is
now on CI surgeons and as well on implant designers.

The CI surgeons are professionally trained to implant any
of the commercially available CI electrodes. Now it comes
down to CI companies to ensure that the CI electrodearrays
are cochlear friendly matching every variations in the
cochlear geometries including the cochlear size, shape,
anatomy and the cross-sectional dimensions of ST. While CI
electrodes from every CI brand has its own design features,
MED-EL’s FLEX electrode array series gains more impor-
tance for its atraumatic features and this article addresses
the rationale behind the FLEX electrode array design in
matching every variation in the cochlear geometry.
Brief history behind FLEX electrode array
design

MED-EL started with the C40 implant system that had the 8
channel double line of contact electrode (in 1994) which
was improved to 12 channel double-line of contact elec-
trode (in 1996). Commercially this electrode is called as
“STANDARD” electrode with an array length of 31.5 mm and
is still commercially available. At that time (early 2000)
with the growing interest of structure preservation, the
STANDARD electrode design was further fine-tuned by
reducing the mass at the apical end of the electrode,
changing the apical 5 double-line of contacts into single-
line of contacts. This was commercially named as FLEX
SOFT electrode (in 2004) with the same array length of
31.5 mm (Fig. 1).

FLEX electrode with varying array lengths of 28, 26, 24
and 20 mm were later introduced with the aim of matching
every variation in the cochlear size, shape, anatomy and
the hearing level.
Figure 1 Schematic drawing of STANDARD and FLEX SOFT electr
respectively.
Variations in the size and shape of human cochlea

Escude et al8 in 2006 proposed a mathematical equation in
estimating the cochlear duct length along the cochlear
outer wall using an input value which is the basal turn
diameter called as “A” value. Later Alexiades et al9 in 2014
fine-tuned the mathematical equations in estimating the
cochlear duct length along the organ of corti which is more
relevant in applying Greenwood frequency map and also in
electrode array length selection. Erixon et al10 in 2009 re-
ported on anatomical variations in overall size and shape of
human cochlea from 73 corrosion cast models. Author
himself has found such variations in size, shape and the
anatomy of cochlea while 3D segmenting the inner-ear from
100s of pre-operative temporal bone CT scans for educa-
tional purposes as shown in Fig. 2.

Meng et al2 in 2016 reported from 310 ears that some
cochleae viewed at the basal turn were round in shape
whereas some were elliptical in shape as seen from the
coronal view conveying the message that the cochlear
shape varies a lot. Liu et al11 in 2017 reported on the size
and anatomical variations of cochlea from 102 patients in
terms of cochlear height, cochlear basal turn diameter and
as well on the anatomy. They further reported on variations
in linear length of the cochlea measured along the outer
wall. Thong et al12 in 2017 have raised the question, Will
one size electrode fit all the cochlear duct length varia-
tions? In their study they have reported on cochlear size
variation by estimating the basal turn length alone using
Escude’s mathematical equation among Chinese, Malays
and Indian race. De Seta et al13 in 2016 reported on
implanting STANDARD electrode in 19 adult patients and
found deep insertion with smaller cochleae and shallower
insertion with bigger cochleae conveying the message that
insertion depth can be tailor made by choosing the elec-
trode array length matching the cochlear size.

Timm et al14 in 2018 reported on patient specific selec-
tion of straight lateral wall cochlear implant electrode ar-
rays based on anatomical indication ranges. In that study,
they have confirmed the variations in cochlear duct length
(CDL) by measuring the outer wall length and recom-
mended patient specific electrode selection to minimize
electrode insertion trauma and optimized stimulation.
Ketterer et al6 in 2018 reported on heterogenous electrode-
to-modiolus wall distance (wrapping factor) with one sized
pre-curved electrode as a result of cochlear size and shape
variation and they recommended CI companies to come up
with custom-sized electrode arrays. This needs to be taken
into serious consideration as the advantage of one-sized
pre-curved electrode in bringing it close to the modiolus
ode showing apical end double-line and single-line of contacts



Figure 2 3D segmentation of inner ear from pre-operative CT images showing hugemorphological variation. A & B: normal anatomy
with differing cochlear size and shape; C: incomplete partition type II; D: incomplete partition type III; EeG: cochlear hypoplasia; H:
common cavity. All images are in same scale and are in oblique coronal view (Images are from author’s original work).

Figure 3 Showing FLEX electrode arrays in variety of array length with wave shaped wires in the electrode central core. Angular
insertion depth (AID) provided by FLEX electrode array variants in an average sized cochlear model (AID image is from author’s own
work and the electrode array pictures were taken from MED-EL’s homepage upon their approval).
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Figure 4 A: AID of FLEX 28 with full insertion in an average sized cochlea. B: Cross sectional dimensions of FLEX28 electrode
array. C: Cross-sectional dimensions of scala tympani (ST) for various insertion depths taken from Rebscher et al16 (the journal does
not exist anymore to request copyright permission) and modified with the addition of FLEX 28 electrode array cross-section in it.

Figure 5 Volume of average scala tympani (ST) and all FLEX
electrode array variants (Electrode array volume is author’s
own work).
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wall as commercially marketed is highly jeopardized with
the variations in cochlear size and shape.

Similar findings were reported by Wang et al15 in 2017
that encouraged them to conclude “Our results show that
perimodiolar EAs, more often than not, do not sit adjacent
to the modiolus where they are likely most effective”.
Cochlear duct length variations were reported by enough
number of centers from across the world that motivated
the CI companies to provide straight lateral wall electrodes
in variety of array lengths. Fig. 3 shows FLEX electrode in
different array lengths providing various angular insertion
depths (AID) in an average sized cochlear model. Consid-
ering the huge variation in the cochlear size, shape and
anatomy, having flexible straight electrode arrays in vary-
ing array lengths makes absolute sense for the surgeons to
choose the best fitting electrode to their patient’s cochlear
needs.

Variation in cross-sectional dimensions of scala
tympani

Variations are not just seen in the cochlear size, shape and
anatomy but also in the intra-cochlear level of ST. Rebscher
et al16 in 2008 reported on variations in cross-sectional di-
mensions of human ST from 79 cadaveric temporal bones at
various insertion depths with 90� increments. Cross-
sectional shape of ST is in the form of distorted ellipse as
shown in Fig. 4. The height of ST towards the lateral posi-
tion is getting tighter as the angular insertion depth goes
beyond 450�. At this depth, the height of ST along the
lateral position is around 0.6 mm and creeps down to
0.5 mm at 540�. Avci et al17 in 2014 reported similar results
measured from 16 cadaveric temporal bones.



Figure 6 Histology sections of human cochleae with FLEX electrode variants showing it full placement inside the scala tympani
(ST). Images were provided by MED-EL GmbH, Austria.

Figure 7 Schematic representation of “A” value measurement from the pre-operative image of the cochlea and the application
of Alexiades9 and Greenwood26 function in estimating the cochlear duct length (CDL) and mapping the frequencies respectively.
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Gnansia et al18 in 2016 reported from a sample size of 9
on the height of ST to be around 0.6 mm at an insertion
depth of 720�. Hatsushika et al19 in 1990 reported on the
height of ST as 1 mm at an insertion depth of 25 mm from
the round window entrance from a sample size of 8. These
data make the tip dimensions of electrode arrays to be
considered very critical. With FLEX 28 array reaching an
insertion depth of 540� in an average sized cochlea, there is
a good match between the cross-sectional dimensions of ST
and electrode itself as shown in Fig. 4.



Figure 8 Three different cochlear duct lengths (CDLs) with one electrode array length of 24 mm. With the help of Greenwood
frequency map on top of electrode and CDL on the bottom of electrode, the place pitch position of each electrode channel can be
identified. In all three cases, with an assumption of the residual hearing starting at 1000 Hz towards the low frequency which is
highlighted in yellow [Image taken from author’s own work (CDL-frequency map software)].
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The average volume of ST alone accounts to 33 mm3 and
it can go up to 41 mm3 as reported by Al-Dhamari et al.20

The volume of all FLEX electrode array variants as
measured from its corresponding 3D computer model shows
that the FLEX electrode array volume does not even occupy
half the volume of ST itself. The FLEX SOFT electrode which
is the longest of all, has a volume of 12.3 mm3 followed by
FLEX 28 array with 8.8 mm3, FLEX 26 array with 7.96 mm3,
FLEX 24 array with 6.96 mm3 and FLEX 20 array with
5.59 mm3 as given in Fig. 5.

Takahashi et al21 in 2017 reported on higher cochlear
volume associated with bigger cochleae from 65 patient
cases. They measured the cochlear length using Alex-
iades equation and calculated the cochlear volume from
magnetic resonance (MR) images. Further interesting
report from this work was higher hearing preservation
rates were associated with higher cochlear volume. In
that aspect, CI electrode array occupying lesser volume
in the ST is highly preferable and FLEX electrode volumes
reported here are well in favor for hearing preservation
surgeries.

Though there is enough number of scientific reports
available on the cochlear dimensions, with which the new
electrode arrays can be designed reliably, still it is the
histology section of human cochlea with electrode array
inside is considered the gold standard in proving the safety
of the electrode arrays. In that aspect, Fig. 6 shows his-
tology section of human cochlea with FLEX electrode array
variants placed completely inside the ST along with the
space available around the electrode confirms the fact that
FLEX electrode array variants do not occupy too much
volume inside the ST.
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Clinical reports on ST placement with FLEX CI
electrode variants

Boyer et al22 in 2015 reported on ST placement in 29 CI
patients out of 30 (96.6%, 29/30) who were implanted with
MED-EL’s FLEX electrode array variants. O’Connell et al23

in 2016 reported on 100% ST placement in 48 CI patients
implanted with various FLEX electrode array variants. As
per the report of Fischer et al24 in 2016, out of 63 patients
implanted with FLEX 28 electrodes, 58 patients had com-
plete ST placement (92%, 58/63) while the electrode
deviated from ST to scala vestibuli (SV) in 5 patients in
whom cochleostomy approach of electrode insertion was
applied. An et al’s25 report in 2017 showed that out of 21
patients implanted with FLEX 28 electrode array, 20 pa-
tients (95.2%, 20/21) retained the electrode in dfST while
electrode deviated from ST to SV in 1 patient. In all these
reports, post-operative computed tomography (CT) imag-
ing method was used to confirm the scalar position of the
electrode.
Implications of choosing electrode array matching
the cochlear size

Cochlear frequency map provides the exact intra-cochlear
location at which the neural elements are responsible for
processing sound signal of various frequencies. Depending
on the cochlear size, the frequency map will vary
Figure 9 Screenshot of OTOPLAN pre-planning software tool sh
arrays placed parallel to the patient specific Greenwood frequenc
individually. Greenwood et al26 in 1990 proposed a mathe-
matical function to create the individual frequency map
just with the help of CDL estimated/measured along the
organ of Corti. Fig. 7 schematically explains the “A” value
measurement from the pre-operative image of the cochlea
and applying Alexiades and Greenwood functions in the
estimation of CDL and mapping the frequencies
respectively.

Combining the CDL estimated along the organ of Corti,
patient’s pre-operative audiogram and Greenwood fre-
quency map, it is possible to locate the exact position/
insertion depth inside the cochlea at which it is responsible
for various characteristic frequencies.

Fig. 8 demonstrates how the frequency position changes
as the CDL changes. As CI is becoming standard of care even
in cases of partial deafness, it is believed by many in the CI
field that physical placement of electrode in functional
residual hearing region is detrimental to cochlear health. In
contrast to this belief, Manjaly et al27 in 2018 reported on
complete hearing preservation with full insertion of FLEX 28
electrode array in patients with pre-operative hearing
�85 dB HL at 250 Hz. Sierra et al28 in 2019 reported on
complete/partial hearing preservation using both FLEX
SOFT (array length 31.5 mm), STANDARD (array length
31.5 mm) and FLEX 28 (array length 28 mm) electrode in
majority of the cases. All these electrodes are capable of
going beyond the basal turn of the cochlea is an indirect
proof that the electrode array did not cause any intra-
cochlear structural damage. In both of these studies, they
owing the cochlear parameters along with various electrode
y map.
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calculated hearing preservation percentages using the for-
mula described in HEARRING group that involves pure tone
average (PTA) before and after the CI surgery. Complete
hearing preservation is considered with the hearing pres-
ervation percentage of >75% and anything between 25%
and 75% is considered as partial hearing preservation.

OTOPLAN (www.otoplan.ch), the tablet based otological
pre-planning software tool is now commercially available
that simplifies the overall process of measuring the
cochlear size (Fig. 9).

With few button clicks the greenwood frequency map
corresponding to that particular cochlear size is also visu-
alized. With the CDL known along with Greenwood fre-
quency map, MED-EL’s FLEX electrode array length
selection becomes a simple process. The software screen-
shot as shown in Fig. 9 corresponds to a cochlear size
measured by the “A” value of 8.7 mm. If the suggested
electrode array is implanted to its full length, then the
OTOPLAN offers the possibility of anatomy based post-
operative speech processor fitting with patient’s individ-
ual frequency map.

Conclusions

Knowing the cochlear size before the CI surgery helps in
many possible ways like choosing the best matching
electrode array which might reduce the electrode inser-
tion trauma and as well in preserving the residual hearing.
Advanced otological pre-planning software tool like OTO-
PLAN is now clinically available offering the possibility in
measuring the cochlear size, choosing the best fitting
electrode array and also in post-operative speech pro-
cessor fitting. Flexible and atraumatic electrode arrays
available in different array length is absolutely making
sense and would assist CI surgeons in choose the best
matching electrode array for their patient’s cochlear
needs.
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